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Fractal Video Compression (FVC) is of extensive interest
for over 20 years. Instead of being implemented on square
image structure, Spiral Architecture (SA) based fractal
image compression is proposed in this paper to illustrate the
great potential of FVC on SA. Conceptually, a new
definition of range block and domain block is presented on
this enhanced image structure. Compared with the
conventional square image architecture, spiral architecture
provides higher fidelity to fractal image compression, which
is demonstrated by the experimental results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Digital video communication can be found today in many
application scenarios, such as:
~ Broadcast, subscription, and pay-per-view services
over satellite, cable, and terrestrial transmission
channels;
• Wired and wireless real-time conversational
services;
• Internet or local area network (LAN) video
streaming;
• Storage formats (e.g., digital versatile disk (DVD),
digital camcorders, and personal video recorders).
Fractal Image Compression (FIC) has been an area of
intensive research. Despite the diverse advantages offered
by fractal compression, such as high decompression speed,
high bit rate and resolution independence, the greatest
disadvantage is the high computational cost of the coding
phase, which means fractal coding cannot compete with
other techniques (wavelets, etc.) [1, 2]. During more than
two decades of the development in FIC, a lot of research has
been done to improve the performance. Generally, the
attempts to speed up the fractal encoding consist of
modifying the following aspects [2]: the composition of the
domain pool, the type of search used in block matching, or
the representationJquantization of the transform parameters.
Apart from these attempts focusing on the coding speed,
some hybrid coders, such as wavelet-based and DCT-based
fractal encoders, have been developed [3, 4]. Various FIC
side applications now are also explored in many other fields
such as image database indexing [5] and even face
recognition [6].
Realizing the excellent performance and great potential of
FIC in image processing, FIC on still image was first
extended to video sequence coding by Beaumont in [7]. This
has led many researchers to propose various fractal
transform coding schemes for digital video sequences [8-11].
However, they still have unavoidable deficiencies, such as
severe blocking artefacts, especially at moving edges, and
temporal flickering artefacts in static sections of the
sequence [1, 7].
In this paper the authors introduce a novel Fractal Image
Compression method based on a different image structure,
namely Spiral Architecture (SA) [12]. This hexagonal image
structure was proposed by Sheridan in 1996, on which each
hexagonal pixel is identified by a designated positive seven-
based integer. These numbered hexagons tile the plane in a
recursive modular manner along the spiral direction (see Fig.
1). Based on the spiral addressing system, there are two
operations defined on SA, i.e. spiral addition and spiral
multiplication. These two operations are essential in the
procedure of range block and domain block defmition when
adopting FIC on SA.
Fig. 1. 49 hexagonal pixels labeled by spiral
The proposed FIC on SA in this paper inherits the FIC
method on square structure (SQ) introduced by Fisher [1].
All range blocks are non-overlapped and of the same fixed
size. Although the performance of this algorithm in terms of
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compression ratio and fidelity can be further improved, the
performance analysis effectively demonstrates the
capabilities of the proposed FIC on SA in comparison to
FIC on SQ. For a reasonable comparison, the proposed
method follows the same contractive transformation applied
to domain blocks and nearest neighbor search used on SQ.
The definition of range block and domain block, however, is
adjusted to take the geometrical advantages of SA, namely
higher angular resolution and beautiful circular symmetry. It
can be easily found in the experimental results that the
proposed FIC on SA always offers better fidelity with
different compression ratios for all test images.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Research on
fractal video compression is reviewed in Section 2. FIC on
SA including Spiral Addition and Multiplication and
definitions of range and domain block is introduced in
Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results.
Conclusions and discussion are given in Section 5.
2. FRACTAL VIDEO COMPRESSION
FIC on still image was first extended to video sequence
coding by Beaumont in [7]. This has led many researchers
to propose various fractal transform coding schemes for
digital video sequences [8-11]. These schemes generally
could be categorized into the following two sections.
2.1 InterlIntra Technique
InterlIntra frame fractal coding techniques are similar to the
'inter' frame block matching methods used in the :MPEG
standard, consisting of motion compensation (MC) and
differential pulse code modulation (DPCM). The most
common procedure is the first frame in a sequence is coded
with fractal parameters. The motion in the subsequent
frames is then predicted respectively using MC or DPCM
techniques. As the identical predictor is applied during
encoding and decoding, the remaining frames can be coded
only by recording the corresponding prediction error images.
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Fig.2. 3D domain and range cubes and possible partition of
a range [13].
2.2 Three-Dimensional Technique
The FIC methods can be readily extended from 2D blocks to
3D cubes (Fig2). The popular quadtree-partitioning scheme
could also be implemented to improve the 3D method by a
similar octree-partition (Fig.2c).
2.3 Comparison and Further Development
In general, 3D techniques are able to achieve higher
compression ratio than intra/inter techniques. This is
because the range elements are in 3D cubes rather than 2D
blocks so that the number of coefficients are considerably
smaller. In addition, the cubic range and domain structure
provides a more compact arrangement of pixels with higher
correlation, which leads to better range approximation [9,
11]. The simple structure of fractal cubic transformation is
also favourable to a fast decompression that is essential to
real-time applications [11]. However, at high compression
encodings, 3D coders show severe blocking artefacts,
especially at moving edges, whilst inter/intra frame coders
suffer from a temporal flickering artefact in static sections
of the sequence [1, 7]. Besides, both 3D and inter/intro
frame fractal video techniques require large encoding times
to search for the best domain to range transform.
Hartenstein et al. proposed a region-based FIC coder [14],
which is based on highly image-adaptive partitions. The
irregular-shaped partitions are derived bottom-up via range
block merging. At each step the range pair that gives the
least increase in collage error is merged. This method
increase the compression ratio dramatically at little penalty
in fidelity. Belloulata and Konrad introduced another FIC
coder with region-based functionality in [15]. While
retaining square range and domain blocks, Belloulata's
method modified the dissimilarity measure to account for
pixels belonging to one region only. Accordingly, the search
for matching domain blocks was restricted to the region of
interest. Consequently, the decoder can resolve a region
without reference to the information about other regions of
the images. This method adds new functionality to the
encoding of still images, such as object-based queries,
selective object transmission or even object replacement,
and it does so at a low computational complexity and
performance penalty.
The excellent visual quality and compression rate of
fractal image coding have limited applications due to
inherent costly encoding time. Attempts to speed up fractal
encoding generally consist of modifying the following
aspects [2]: the composition of the domain pool, the type of
search used in block matching and the
representation/quantization of the transform parameters [16-
19]. Besides these attempts the relationship between fractal
and transform-based coders has been investigated in [4, 20,
21] to speed up fractal encoding while retaining the high
performance. As with most hybrid fractal-wavelet encoders,
the common idea is to apply a discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) to the image and then use fractal methods in the
wavelet domain. It is well known lhat the wavelet energy
concentration is located primarily in the upper left comer
among the lowpass filter values and this makes the
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approximation sub-band extremely favourable to the
applications of fractal techniques. Nevertheless a problem
occurs because there is insufficient information in detail
sub-images for fractal algorithm to approximate the given
sub-image. Therefore, Iano et al. proposed a fast and
efficient coder that applies the speed of the wavelet
transform to the image quality of the fractal compression. In
their scheme, FIC is only applied to the lowpass sub-band of
wavelet-transformed image and a modified set partitioning
in hierarc4ical trees (SPIRT) coding on the remaining
coefficients [22]. Following the proposed method, image
details and wavelet progressive transmission characteristics
are maintained; no blocking effects from fractal techniques
are introduced; and the encoding fidelity problem common
in fractal-wavelet hybrid coders is solved.
3. FIe ON SPIRAL ARCffiTECTURE
In the proposed method, the FIC is implemented on a novel
hexagonal' image structure - Spiral Architecture (SA) [23,
24]. Spiral Addition and Spiral Multiplication are applied to
obtain the range block and domain block on SA. The
deftnition of these two spiral operations and their
applications in the proposed method are introduced in this
section.
3.1. Definition of Spiral Operations
Spiral Counting [12] can be considered as a Spiral
movement from a hexagonal pixel to another hexagonal
pixel. Any hexagonal pixel in an image can be reached by
Spiral counting from any other given pixel in the same
image. Spiral counting is used to defme two operations in
the SA, which are Spiral Addition and Spiral Multiplication
[12]. Let a and b be Spiral addresses of two arbitrarily
chosen hexagons in SA.
Definition 1. [12] Spiral addition of a and b, denoted by a
Ej;) b, is the spiral address of the hexagon found by Spiral
counting b hexagons in the key of Spiral address 1 from the
hexagon with Spiral address a.
For example, 3 @ 2 = 26.
Definition 2. [12] Spiral multiplication of a and b,
denoted by a 0 b, is the Spiral address of the hexagon found
by Spiral counting b hexagons in the key of Spiral address a
from the hexagon with Spiral address O.
For example, 15 0 2 = 26.
It is important to note that each of these two operations
takes two spiral addresses and maps them to another spiral
address. They can then be used to defme two transforma-
tions on the spiral address space: image translation (by
spiral addition) and rotating image partitioning (by spiral
multiplication). In our proposed method the range blocks
can be easily traced by spiral counting. However, the
definition of domain blocks and the construction of domain
pool rely on the uniform image partitioning on SA.
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3.2. Uniform Image Partitioning on SA
As stated ea:lier,.,,:hen an image is projected onto SA, every
~exagonal pIX<:IISIdentified by its unique spiral address and
Image translation and partitioning can be performed based
on the two spiral operations.
~ig. 3 sho~s ~ example of image partitioning using
spiral multiplication, The original image has 16807
h . I 10. exagon pixe s. The mUltiplie~used in spiral multiplication
I~ 555557.. The ~ep~ated sub-image areas are shown using
different illuminations and labeled by different area
numbers (see Fig. 3b). Finally, the fragments of each sub-
ima~<: are co~ected together to produce a complete
partitioned sub-image, The addends used in spiral addition
for fragment collection are also shown on each sub-image
(see Fig. 3c).
The uniform image partitioning on SA applied here
reveals the one-to-four relationship between the original
image and its four sub-images. Therefore, for any given
block in the SA space, it would be possible to find another
corresponding area of four-time larger size by implementing
the opposite operation of this uniform image partitioning. If
we consider the smaller block as a range block, the larger
block then would be one of the candidate domain blocks for
this range.
(b)
Fig. 3. Uniform image partitioning on SA. (a) Original
image, (b) Four labeled sub-images after spiral multiplica-
tion, (c) Four complete sub-images after fragment collecting
with spiral addition.
3.3. Definition of Range Block
In Fisher's basic FIe algorithm on SQ, the union of all
range blocks in the same size covers the complete image
space and there is no overlap between range blocks.
Therefore the proposed FIC on SA will follow the same
fundamental idea with some enhancement for flexibility in
the compression ratio.
The procedure begins with an equal-size image
partitioning on SA. The number of pixels in each sub-image
is a power of seven, i.e.7, 49 or 343. A sub-image can then
be defmed as a range block or it can be further separated
into parts of similar size to obtain smaller range blocks. In
the example shown in Fig. 3, the image is firstly partitioned
into sub-images of 49 pixels. Within each sub-image two
range blocks are defined, namely the first range block has
25 pixels and another has 24 pixels so that the 49 pixels sub-
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image space is completely covered and the two range blocks
have no overlap. Following the systematical scheme, range
blocks can be defmed quickly based on spiral counting and
the size of range block is adjustable so that flexible
compression ratios are available for further analysis.
range block 1
range block 2
Fig. 4. Two range blocks defmed within a sub-image of 49
pixels
3.4. Definition of Domain Block
Following the Fisher's FIC algorithm on SQ, the candidate
domain block is four times larger than the given' range block.
Each pixel in a given range block. should fmd four
corresponding pixels in the candidate domain block. In
addition, those sets of four pixels do not overlap with each
other and their union will completely cover the candidate
domain block. It also requires that the shape of the partition
needs to be as similar as possible to the given range block.
For example, it is often a square-to-square mapping between
a range block and its domain block in most of FIC
approaches on SQ.
The task on SA can be fulfilled by the opposite operation
of spiral multiplication. Let us consider a sub-image in Fig.
2c as a range block and it is easy to discover that one
suitable domain block would be the image shown in Fig. 2a.
Then the 1 to 4 relationship between pixels in a range block
and its domain block can be identified by the opposite
operation of spiral multiplication, namely spiral division.
The number 555557, which was previously used as
multiplier, is used now to be a divisor. This spiral division is
implemented over every range block pixel to fmd out the
spiral address of the first corresponding pixel in the domain
block. The other three corresponding pixels are traced by
spiral addition with addends 1, 2 and 6 respectively. For
example, in Fig.l a range block defined has pixels with
spiral addresses 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Spiral division with
divisor 555557 is implemented over each of them and the
results are 0, 63, 14, 25, 36, 41 and 52. After
implementation of spiral additions by addends 1, 2 and 6,
the range block pixels and their corresponding pixels in
domain block are discovered and displayed in Table. 1.
With the assistance of this defmition scheme based on
spiral operations, for a given range block in spite of the size
and shape, a set of corresponding domain blocks could be
found. As long as the pixels in the range block are
continuous and non-overlapped, the domain block pixels
cover a constant space without overlap. This guarantees that
the ratio between range block and domain block used in our
proposed FIC on SA follows the same 1:4 ratio as Fisher's
basic FIC algorithm. Once the range and domain blocks are
defined, for each range block, the fractal transformation is
constructed by.se~h all the elements in the domain pool to
fmd the mo~t similar block following Fisher's basic FIC.
Table 1. S~rral addresses of pixels in a range block and their
correspo dinn Ig pixels in a domain block
Range Block Pixel Domain Block Pixels
0 0126
1 6362 1660
2 14 16 13 15
3 2526203
4 3643142
5 41 53 554
6 52656451
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test image~ are. all 180 X 180 one channel grey level images
as shown m FIg. 5. As for the experiments on SA, the
Images are re-presented on hexagonal image structure for
the further processing on spiral architecture. For both FIC
on SQ an~ SA, ea~h range. block is encoded by storing the
followmg informa~on: the md~x to the best domain block (8
bits), .the mt~nsIty coefficient (7 bits) and contrast
coefficle~t (5 bits). The domain block pool is designed to be
~e spatially closest 256 domain blocks available to any
given range block.
. (a) . . (b) (c) (d)
FIg. 5. Testing images. (a) Building, (b) Boat, (c) House
(d)Scene '
In .this paper, the widely accepted PSNR is used as the
metn~ to measure the performance of the compression
algonthm on SQ and SA. For every experiment image, the
performance of FIC on SQ namely PSNR is compared with
that on .SA and the results are shown in the figures from Fig.
6 to FIg. 9. In these figures, the curve representing FIC
performance on SA is ~lways above that for SQ. It is easy to
see that there are higher PSNR values over different
compression ratios for all tested images.
. The improved performance is introduced by the enhanced
Image structure, i.e. SA. ~irst of all, SA has higher degrees
of symmetry ~at results in a considerable saving in storage
[25]. Meanwhile the beautiful circular symmetry guarantees
that the search of the best domain block is smoother and
closer to the given range block compared with SQ which
c~ot maintain the s.ame search correctness but onl; prefer
ho~o~tal and vertical directions, In addition, in our
preliminary research on image compression on SA, it has
?een found that for a fixed size block on SA always
mtroduces less average variance than on SQ [26]. This less
ariance can reduce the error when computing the best
v·rm"larity in FIe and eventually increases the fidelity in
Sl dinboth encoding and deco g.
5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
TIl investigation and performance analysis show the
d e tages of our proposed FIC on SA. By inheriting the
b
a v.anFIC method directly from SQ to SA, it gives higher
















Fig. 6. PSNR versus Compression Ratio for Boat.
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